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ABOUT ODESSEY PRODUCTS
KRISHNA ENTERPRISES is a company engaged in the manufacturing of various Health care products. The Company,
managed by the technocrats with long standing experience, is able to meet the demanding standards of the Defense
forces and open market for its products. We have earned an excellent reputation in the domestic markets owing to our
commitment for excellence and quality of products. Due to our hard work and fore sightness the firm has made remarkable progress. While carrying out the business, we have gained vast knowledge and sound experience in this line of
business. Which are being sold within the country and overseas markets?
Our products are exported to at least seven countries and are widely accepted as the standard benchmark in quality
products manufactured by us. Thanks to your continued patronage we have increased our scales of operation. Correspondingly whatever benefits have come through bulk manufacturing are being passed on to your esteemed selves as
a token of our appreciation. We do believe you will find the offer very attractive. With rigorous quality control and constant R & D, we have brought down the customer complaints to almost ―ZERO ‗‘ level. Apart from this, most of our
range is supplied with a warranty clause. Quality is completely ingrained at all levels at Odessey Products; it is completely integrated within our manufacturing facilities, in our work culture and in the fine products that we manufacture for
our clients.
We give immense stress on Research & Development at various levels of manufacturing and testing. Continuous improvement in the quality of existing products, services and development of new products is a policy matter at our works.
Two decades of phenomenal growth have been attributed to our commitment in helping people to alleviate their body
discomforts in simple and convenient ways, phrases to provide a safe and effective treatment. As we respect medical
business as a sacred promise user, we have reformed and expanded our operation system to achieve our BEST goals:




Be the best in manufacturing and marketing for the entire product range.
Earn the hearts of global customers by providing heart- to-heart products and services.



Strengthen our position as a pioneer in the entire product range for health care applications.
Train our employees to be self oriented in moral quality and full ability for product knowledge, know how sharing, crisis

management and public relations.
MANUFACTURING UNIT
Krishna enterprises have a modern 10800 sq .ft Factory located in the Industrial area approved by Industrial Corporation in the city of Temples, JAMMU. We possess state-of-the-art-technology and hi-tech machinery which yields excellent results and ensures efficiency and quality of products. Our infrastructure comprises of our own sophisticated plants
to manufacture products with an ever-increasing annual turnover.
Our team of research and development is striving to meet the expectations of our clients by engineering innovative designs. A range of quality controls tests, beginning with the inspection of raw material used right up to the final stages
ensure a flawless product.

INFRASTRUCTURE
We possess state-of-the-art-technology and hi-tech machinery which yield excellent results and ensures efficiency and
quality of products. Our infrastructure comprises of our own sophisticated plants to manufacture products with an everincreasing annual turnover. Our team of research and development is striving to meet the expectations of our clients by
engineering innovative designs.
We give immense stress on Research & Development at various levels of manufacturing and testing. Continuous improvement in the quality of existing products, services and development of new products is a policy matter at our works.

OUR CLIENTS

CORPORATIONS
Jammu Kashmir Tourist Development
Corporation ( JKTDC).

HOTELS AND RESORTS
Ashiana Hotel, Jammu
Tara Garh Palace, Palmpur

ARMY
HQ Northern Command
6 Medium Regiment
HQ 93 INF BDE
Awwa Shop, Udhampur
Awwa Shop, Leh
166 Military Hospital

HOSPITALS
Mar Baselios Medical Mission
Hospital, Kerala
Kullu Valley Hospital, Kullu

ABOUT ELECTRIC BLANKET
ODESSEY PRODUCTS are proud to provide you an Odessey electric under blanket. Backed with our 15 years of field experience, continuous research, development and consumer‘s satisfaction, we are sure you will
enjoy a complete new experience in sleeping comfort.
Electric under blanket were carefully designed to provide uniform and
gentle warmth day and night. It is a perfect night-time companion during
intolerable cold winter nights. It will provide long term cost efficient comfort.
This product is highly recommended for elders with old-age pains and
people with aches and pains.
The product is exclusively designed for warming of the bed, required 20-25
minutes to reach optimum temperature. Provided with three step regulator
in economy/luxury mode and Digital / LCD display in automatic mode. Operates on 220-250 volts (AC). Power consumption is 80 watts for single
bed / King size , 150 watts for double bed ( approx.) and 40 for baby bed
size.
Our blankets are exclusively designed for pre bed warming purposes.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Every precaution has been taken to ensure safe and satisfactory use over
a long period. This blanket is designed to give you comfort, enjoyment &
satisfaction with years of trouble free service during the cold winter months.

POWER SUPPLY

:

Facts for Electric Blankets
Survey
As the weather turns cold, a blanket
gradually, and became pet stores
starting a new sales boom. Qualitative
inspect branch the expert warns customer, the service life of electric blankets only six years, use fixed number
of year is too long, prone to accidents.
The survey found that more than 90
percent of the customer when the
choose and buy not focused on manufacturers, production license and other
information, but only care about electric blanket price, how to switch electric blanket and electric blanket the
switch has few class, etc.

220 - 250 volts (AC) / 50-60 Hz ( Operatable at
low voltages too).

Some trivia for starters

 Electric Blankets have been around
WATTAGE (Approx) :

Single bed (27 x 60 inches) / Single bed King
Size (36 x 60 inches) / Single bed King Size XL
(42 x 60) - 80 watts. Double bed (54 x 60
inches) / Double bed King Size (72 x 60 inches) 150 watts. Baby bed size (27 x 36 inches) - 50
watts.

world since almost 1900.

 Upto 5 million pieces are sold annually in US and Europe each.

How do they benefit us

 Unparalleled Comfort
INSULATION

:

Completely insulated, water sealed element .

Highly beneficial and used to prevent OLD AGE PAINS and ensure a
speedy recovery, you need Doctors, Nursing , Medical care, Love ,
Laughter and a …COZY

Other heating methods can warm
your room but none can warm your
bed.

 Promote health
Proper warmth whole night promotes sound sleep and thus better
health.

ODESSEY ELECTRIC UNDER BLANKET

 Helps relieve pain

ELECTRIC BLANKET works on simple principle that heating heals body
faster as compare to other treatments .This factor alone make a electric
blanket not just another mattress, But In fact – A revolutionary way to sleep
and heal. The medical benefits are just one of the aspects of buying a blanket. Do try and remember – it‘s a NEW SLEEPING CONCEPT.
The ODESSEY ELECTRIC UNDER BLANKET is meant for perfectly
healthy people also. It can give you the kind of pleasure and relaxation that
no other mattress will equal .Take a second to imagine to sleep on slightly
heated surface in chilling winter. You can simply how relax you are going to
feel.

Relieves pain and reduces health
problems such as allergies & sinus.

 Greenest

heating

solution

Average energy consumption per
night is about 0.5 electric unit
(KWHr).

 Save money
Compared to other electric hea-ting
methods, it can save as much as
Rs1500/- per month.

You would be quite surprised to hear that on a normal mattress a person
turns 60-80 times in just 8 hours, Whereas it has been scientifically proven
that on a electric blanket, people don‘t turn more than 5-6 times .To put it

What are Electric Blankets

simply sleep is for more restful on a electric blanket than simply on a convectional foam mattress. satisfaction with years of trouble free service dur-

 Electric blankets are just like normal

ing the cold winter months.

STILL WANT THAT OLD FOAM MATTRESS????????

HEALTH BENEFITS OF USING A ELECTRIC UNDER BLANKET ?
Electric Blanket are the best sleep system we know to help our bodies relax and to provide maximum body comfort. They are comfortable, warm
and durable. Discover a better way to sleep, night after night, year after
year. As a result you will experience improved blood circulation and rarely
toss and turn, which can disrupt a good night‘s sleep. You will awaken feeling refreshed, well rested and energized.

blanket with an integrated grid of
thin, insulated heating element underneath to generate heat internally
and use adjustable thermostats to
control temperature.

 Electric blankets come in two
types: Under-blankets are used by
putting them under the bedsheet. Over-blankets which like
normal blankets or quilts, are taken
over the body like normal blankets.

Economic Blanket

Corporate Blanket

Medical Blanket

Luxury Blanket

Deluxe Blanket

Comfort Blanket

ECOMONY ELECTRIC BLANKET

ECONOMY SINGLE
BED (ECS-102)

ECONOMY SINGLE
BED (ECS-103)

ECONOMY SINGLE
BED (ECS-104)

ECONOMY SINGLE
BED (ECS-105)

ECONOMY DOUBLE
BED (ECS-102)

ECONOMY DOUBLE
BED (ECS-103)

ECONOMY DOUBLE
BED (ECS-104)

ECONOMY DOUBLE
BED (ECS-105)

Corporate Double
Bed - 801

Corporate Single
Bed - 802

CORPORATE ELECTRIC BLANKET

Corporate Single
Bed - 118

Corporate Double
Bed - 108

MEDICAL ELECTRIC BLANKET

Medical Single
Bed -108

Medical Double
Bed - 108

LUXURY ELECTRIC BLANKET

LUXURY SINGLE
BED (LFC-202)

LUXURY DOUBLE
BED (LFC-202)

LUXURY SINGLE
BED (LRS-201)

LUXURY DOUBLE
BED (LRS-201)

DELUXE SINGLE
BED(ABS-301)

DELUXE DOUBLE
BED(ABS-301)

DELUXE SINGLE
BED(AFC-302)

DELUXE DOUBLE
BED(AFC-302)

DELUXE SINGLE
BED(ACS-305)

DELUXE DOUBLE
BED(ACS-305)

DELUXE SINGLE
BED(ARS-306)

DELUXE DOUBLE
BED(ARS-306)

DELUXE ELECTRIC BLANKET

COMFORT ELECTRIC BLANKET

Comfort (36" x 56")

Comfort (72" x 56")

ABOUT HEATING PADS - (Waterless Household Thermal Therapy)
Remember, the last time you had pain in your back and were advised to
foment it? You had to high or you did not get constant comfortable temperature first boil water, use the traditional hot water bag. The temperature
But Now Need Not to Worry!
Here Introducing Automatic Fomentation Heating Pad, ODESSEY.
was either too high or you did not get constant comfortable temperature.
Our Heating Pads are flexible in nature, operates on 220-250 volts (AC), is
available in the different sizes. It can be easily wrapped around body parts.
The electric heating pad is provided with built in snap-on-off thermostat
which automatically cuts off after reaching the set temperature. A three
step voltage control dipole switch controls the temperature of H.P. & is of
40/60 watt. (approx.). A marvelous way of safe household heating therapy.
It saves efforts of water boiling, filling/refilling, spilling, skin burns, etc.
Gradual and comfortable temperature rise. Desired variation in heat levels.
Light weight, handy, durable, long life and economical.

FEATURES
The striking features of this innovative product includes:

 Adequate size to cover body portion.
 The most striking features are compared with traditional methods. The
temperature remains at constant comfort and if you feel too hot at any
time.

 Simply switch off (using handy switch).
Another exclusive feature is flexibility. You can wrap it around limbs, neck,

Facts for Heating Pads
Our Survey
There are many ways in which to deal
with painful areas of the body, such as
muscle pains, cramps, joint pain, stom
-ach aches and the many other kinds
Often the easiest way to deal is to
take painkillers.
But not everyone likes to take painkillers because of their side effects and
potentially harmful effects on general
health. For those who prefer not to
take pills, there are handy Heating
Pads that gently soothe away the pain
by providing heat directly on the affected area.

back etc. for total localized comfort.

How do they benefit us

MEDICAL FACT AND FINDINGS
 Soothes sprain pain in foot/thigh/neck/back etc.
 Post fracture use. Soothes painful inflammatory swelling, boils and abbesses etc.

 Comfort in post delivery/ allied problems of ladies.
 Quick relief in Rheumatoid Arthritis, lumbago, retention of urine, internal
body swelling, frozen shoulder etc.
 Boon for sportsmen, hard worked and strained executives.

 Warmth and personal comfort in air- Conditioned area.

Economic Heating Pad

Clinical Heating Pad

 No Allergic Reactions
Unlike painkillers, there are no
allergic reactions or danger of
overdosing.

 Helps relieve pain
Relieves pain, swelling, inflammation and can be used for many
other types of aliments.

Luxury Heating Pad

ABOUT WARMERS
"The fastest way to get yourself warm depends on the kind of warmers you buy"
To the untrained eye, all warmers pretty much look alike - but if you peek
underneath the covers you'll find a bewildering array of fillings, which provide the heat therapy that relaxes the tired back and legs muscles. It helps
ease stiffness and soreness and allows you to feel rested and fresh.

ODESSEY FOOT WARMERS
With its effective electric heating system, the Foot Warmer from Odessey
helps to keep your feet lovely and warm. Plus, with the electric foot warmer
you can control the temperature so you can set it to really heat up in winter,
but also use it to keep nice and warm in damp or rainy weather.

ODESSEY CUSHION WARMERS
Our Cushion Warmer is completely self-contained and can be used over

Facts for Warmers
Some trivia for starters

 Electric Warmers have been around
world since almost 1900.

 Upto 5 million pieces are sold annually in US and Europe each.

and over. Our cushion warmers are a generation ahead. Odessey Cushion
Warmers are light. The heating wires are inserted into the padding of the

How do they benefit us

warmer. When you need extra warmth just reach out to the Comfort Control
on your side and turn it to the setting just right for you. They usually obtain

 Better, more rest

power for their heating processes through a cord which can be plugged into
a socket.
 Warm you in cold environment

 Comfortable temperature
 Hand Washable design

 Helps relieve pain

ODESSEY ELECTRIC HEATING JACKET
Electric jackets are jackets which exhibit properties similar to those possessed by electric blankets. They usually obtain power for their heating
processes through a cord which can be plugged into a socket. Keep warm
and fashionable during the cold winter periods with this electrically heating
jacket. It comes in either, medium or large size.
 Warm you in cold environment.
 Comfortable temperature.

 Wicks moisture to keep you dry and comfortable.
 Hand Washable design.

Cushion Warmer

Heating promotes your body's thermoregulation and blood circulation,
which both positively impact your
daily energy level.

Heating Jacket

Relieves pain and reduces health
problems such as allergies and
sinus.

 Save money
Compared to other electric heating
methods, it cuts 95% of your electricity bill.

 Ultra-portable
Can run on inverters and charging
points.

Foot Warmer

ABOUT PILLOWS
"Getting a good night's sleep can depend on the kind of pillow
you buy "
To the untrained eye, all pillows pretty much look alike -- but if you peek
underneath the covers you'll find a bewildering array of fillings, including
soft, traditional down and feathers; latex foam; polyester gel and memory
foam; even such exotic materials as buckwheat hulls.

ODESSEY AIR PILLOWS

Facts for Air/Heating Pillows

The air pump of the Air Pillow lets you adjust the softness of the pillow from
very soft to medium, firm, or thick. The Air Pillow lets you personalize your
pillow for your unique requirements, making it perfectly fit your body and
comfort. Air Pillow is created to hold your head and bring complete comfort
and support. Made for back or side sleepers, the Air Pillow is so soft that
you are going to love resting on it each and every night.

 Pillows have been around world
since almost from a long ago.

 Upto million pieces are sold annually in US and Europe each.

HEALTH BENEFITS OF AIR PILLOWS
Although all pillow types have their pluses and minuses, however, experts
say down and feather pillows don't offer enough neck support, and can
cause allergies in susceptible individuals (hypoallergenic down and feather
pillows are more expensive). So, Air pillows are the best option for a comfortable sleep.

How do they benefit us

 Unparalleled Comfort
Soft tricot polyester fabric is comfortable next to the skin .

 Promote health

MEDICAL FACTS & FINDINGS
 Anti stress: Sleep without any stress, avoids the accumulation of static
electricity when sleeping, repels the dust which causes allergic reactions
and releases the body from stress.
 Relaxed sleep: induces the sleep, provides an excellent muscular relaxation and corporal balance, helping your head to clear off for a deeper
and more relaxed sleep.
 Adjustable design supports head and neck entirely.

 Precision-cut foam base brings additional neck support.
 Soft, removable plush cover.
 Perfectly shaped to bring total comfort.

Air PVC Pillows

Some trivia for starters

Heating Pillow

Proper Comfort whole night promotes sound sleep and thus better
health.

 Helps relieve pain
Relieves pain and reduces health
problems such as allergies and
sinus.

 Ultra-portable and versatile
These can be rolled up or folded
and carried or stored relatively easily, making them a popular choice
for camping trips and bedding.

Cotton Air Pillow

ABOUT ODESSEY BEDS
Beds offer many benefits over traditional mattresses. We spend a large
portion of our lifetime sleeping or trying to sleep. Therefore it is no surprise
that everyone wants the bed on which they sleep to be as comfortable as
possible. Air & Water mattress beds are increasingly being preferred over
other traditional mattresses like coil spring mattresses as they have proved
to be superior when it comes to comfort while sleeping and providing health
benefits as an added bonus.

ODESSEY AIR BEDS
Air beds come equipped with chambers that are inflatable as well as adjustable. The air beds can be fine tuned to your requirements for comfort.
They adjust to the contours of your body giving each portion firm support.
The overall firmness of the bed can be adjusted by controlling the air pressure. This is very useful because your requirements may change depending on the type of activities you were engaged in during the day. The bed
also gives comfortable support to injured parts. The air mattress bed eliminates the uncomfortable pressure point pains that develop while sleeping
on traditional mattress beds.

ABOUT WATER BEDS

Facts for Water/Air Bed
Some trivia for starters

 A waterbed, water mattress, or flotation mattress is a bed or mattress
filled with water.

 An air mattress is an inflatable
mattress sleeping pad

 Upto 5 million pieces are sold annually in US and Europe each.

Water Bed works on simple principle that liquid exert pressure equally in
all directions. This factor alone make a waterbed not just another mattress,
But in fact – A revolutionary way to sleep. The medical benefits are just one
of the aspects of buying a bed. Do try and remember – it‘s a NEW SLEEPING CONCEPT.
The ODESSEY Waterbed is meant for perfectly healthy people. It can give
you the kind of pleasure and relaxation that no other mattress will
equal .Take a second to imagine floating in your sleep. You can simply how
relax you are going to feel.
You would be quite surprised to hear that on a normal mattress a person
turns 60-80 times in just 8 hours, Whereas it has been scientifically proven
that on a waterbed, people don‘t turn more than 5-6 times .
To put it simply sleep is for more restful on a waterbed than on a convectional foam mattress. Moreover Waterbed can withstand the equivalent of
250 kgm / sq.inch- which is more than what heaviest man in the world
would weight!!!!!!!

HEALTH BENEFITS OF USING A AIR BED / WATER BED
Air/Water Bed are the best sleep system we know to help our bodies relax
and to provide maximum body support. They are comfortable, Hygienic and
durable. Discover a better way to sleep, night after night, year after year.
As a result you will experience improved blood circulation and rarely toss
and turn, which can disrupt a good night‘s sleep. You will awaken feeling
refreshed, well rested and energized.

How do they benefit us

 Improve quality of life
Other heating methods can warm
your room but none can warm your
bed.

 Alleviate allergies
The cover over the mattress can be
regularly washed—thus virtually
eliminating house dust mites in the
bed.

 Helps relieve pain
Potentially provide some measure
of relief for people who suffer with
back pain.

 Ultra-portable and versatile
The deflated mattress can be rolled
up or folded and carried or stored
relatively easily, making them a
popular choice for camping trips
and for temporary bedding at home
for guests.

WATER BEDS ADVANTAGES OVER TRADITIONAL BEDS
 The bed shapes exactly to the body, thus minimizing pressure, especially around the joints. Waterbeds remove pressure from the spine allowing
the spinal muscles to fully relax. This can aid in the treatment of back
pain for some individuals. In paralytic or movement-impaired people
they can reduce the risk of bedsores.

 It is impossible for dirt and dead skin particles to penetrate the water
mattress, which can then be wiped periodically with a cloth and vinyl
cleaner. The cover over the mattress can be regularly washed thus virtually eliminating house dust mites in the bed. Dust mites can trigger asthma, eczema, and allergies in people sensitive to them .

 Waterbeds are currently being used in hospitals throughout the
United states, Europe and Australia. A wealth of sound medical
data confirming the therapeutic benefits of flotation sleep is now
emerging.
 Waterbed warmth works to speed relaxation, soothe sore muscles and
relieve tension

 Waterbed generally increases the ease of falling asleep.
 Waterbed permits longer periods of sleep, with less movement and fewer re-awakening.
 Waterbed sleep contributes to a more relaxed feeling in the morning and
helps to reduce morning stiffness.

 Water mattresses do not impair blood circulation or create bed sores,
because of even support distribution and reduction of localized body
pressure.

What are Air / Water Beds

 An air mattress, also known as an
airbed, is an inflatable mattress, the
majority of which are usually made
of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). They
are inflated either orally by blowing
into a valve, or with a manual footpowered or more commonly inflated
via an electric pump.

 Electric blankets need very little
electricity and are thus very economical to run. Average electric
consumption for a single bed sized
electric blanket is 40-60 Watt.

History
Waterbeds intended for medical therapies appear in various reports through
the 19th century. The modern version,
invented in San Francisco and patented in 1971, became an extremely popular consumer item in the United
States through the 1970s.
Larger, Air beds have come on the
market in recent years that are intended for guest use, or as permanent
beds in the bedroom.

"An Air/Water Bed is the most sanitary surface one can sleep on."

BACKACHE TREATMENT
All of us come up against back problems at one stage in our lives, whether
it is a serious condition or a niggling complaint due to improper sleeping
posture, an Air bed can afford relief and often a complete solution .

Medical Water Bed

Luxury Water Bed

Air Bed

ABOUT COOL PACKS
This pack consists of non-toxic gel based on unique formula that radiates
energy when chilled. It sustains chill for a long time. The gel remains flexible even when frozen. The pack is made of tough, leakage resistant flexible
material. It can be comfortably placed on all parts of body. A belted washable cover with Velcro strap makes it convenient for application.
Cool Packs are available in:1.

Flexi Ice Cool Pack

2.

Eye Cool Pack

Facts for Cool Packs

3.

Ice Pack

Our Survey

 Ice is an inexpensive, yet astound-

ODESSEY COOL PACKS
Odessey Cool Pack is a complete stress reliever. It is an ideal daily practice before sleep. It helps allaying tired eyes, red eyes, watery eyes, conjunctivitis, insomnia and sinusitis. The usage is most recommended by
ophthalmologist for individuals exposed to computer screens, TV, Intense
lights, driving, high pollution & dusty wind environment regularly. Completely safe and convenient .

ODESSEY COOL EYE PACKS
Odessey Cool Eye Pack a smart buy for you and your family's health care
kit. The pouches in the belt contain non-toxic gel that chills quickly. It
doesn't freeze and sustains cooling for a longer period.
It radiates energy when strapped across the eyes. In a matter of minutes it
gives you cool, relaxed and stress free feeling. The strap is made of tough
Non Toxic PVC Material. Velcro strip on the band to hold it to fit.

USAGE

 A big reason for this is that many
healthcare providers themselves do
not appreciate the benefits of ice
packs and other cold treatment
modalities

How do they benefit us

 Promote healing
Inflammatory conditions such as
tendonitis, ―pinched nerves‖, and
nerve compression syndromes such
as carpal tunnel benefit from icing.

 Helps relieve swelling

 Keep the belt in the refrigerator for minimum one hour.
 Strap it around your eyes to experienced a cool relief.
 Preserve it in the refrigerator so that it is available for anytime.
 Relives in Toothache

Flexi Ice Cool Pack

ingly effective treatment for pain
and swelling.

Cool Eye Pack

Ice and cold treatments constrict
blood vessels, helping to decrease
swelling.

 Relieve Puffy Eyes
Gel-filled masks designed for this
purpose

Ice Pack

ECONOMY HEATING PADS

MEDICAL HEATING PADS

ECONOMY (8" x 11")

MEDICAL (9" X 12")

CLINICAL HEATING PADS

CLINICAL (24" x 42")

LUXURY HEATING PADS

LUXURY (10" X 14")

LUXURY (12" X 18")

LUXURY (14" X 24")

ECONOMY HEATING PADS

MEDICAL HEATING PADS

Knee Heating Pad

SAUNA BELT

CUSHION WARMER

HEATING JACKETS

CUSHION WARMERS

HEATING JACKET

LUXURY (18" X 20")

FOOT WARMER

FOOT WARMERS

BOTTLE WARMERS

BABY BOTTLE

MEDICAL WATER BED

LUXURY WATER BED

MEDICAL WATERBED

LUXURY WATERBED

HEATING PILLOW

AIR PVC PILLOW

HEATING PILLOW

AIR PVC PILLOW

COOL PACK

EYE COOL PACK

Flexi Ice Cool Pack

Eye Cool Pack

ODESSEY AIR BED

AIR BED

AIR COTTON PILLOW

AIR COTTON PILLOW

ICE PACK

Ice Pack

OUR MEDIA PARTNERS

Read About Our Products
in India Today

OUR CERTIFICATIONS
We are pleased to inform you that we are registered with Director of Industries , Directorate of Foreign Trade.
As we are ISO : 9001 - 2008 certified company for all of the mentioned products.

ODESSEY PRODUCTS
(An ISO 9001: 2008 Certified Company)

Mr. Aragya Gupta, Krishna Enterprises, SICOP Industrial Estate, Bari
Brahmana Jammu, Jammu & Kashmir -181 133 (India).
Medicare Surgicals, 1520 Surgical Market, Bhagirath Palace, Chandni
Chowk, Delhi, Contact Person:- Mr Ishan Sharma.

Phone: +(91)-(1923)-222535, Mobile No: +91-94191 94535

info@odesseyproducts.com

